FACT SHEET - TRANSPORT EXECUTION

Transporeon
Freight Settlement
Transporeon Freight Settlement optimises your transport settlements
and acts as a central communication platform between shipper and carrier.
The active exchange of data facilitates the coordination and documents each
steps verifiably. Coordinate shipping invoices quickly and transparently while
taking contracted freight rates into account with Transporeon Freight Settlement.

CHA LLENGES

FEATURES

LIMITED OVERVIEW

CENTRAL COMMUNICATION PLATFORM

Multiple invoice items and individual surcharges make it
difficult to verify and control invoice amounts and prices.

Fully documented coordination process on a central platform with
worldwide cloud access.
STANDARDIZED PROCESS

COMPLEX TARGET-ACTUAL COMPARISON
Information and data on services that were actually
provided must be manually identified and compared with
individual invoice items.

Clear communication without language barriers due to predefined
input and mandatory fields.

AUTOMATIC DATA TRANSFER
Information from Transport Execution is automatically transmitted.

DUNNING EXPENSES AND LATE PAYMENT FINES
coordination
and
time-consuming
Tedious
communication lead to avoidable expenses for dunning and
late payment fines.

FRAGMENTED COMMUNICATION
Information exchange between shipper and carrier takes
place in different formats, via different communication
platforms and sometimes even different languages,
while internal data must be laboriously collected across
departments.

TRANSPARENT RELEASE PROCESS
Invoice release with comprehensive documentation, including
rejection reasons and comments.
COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION
All information is centrally stored and each step is traceable through
change history.
RECONCILIATION BEFORE INVOICING
Quantities and prices of individual invoice items are compared and
clarified before the invoice is released.
AUTOMATIC INVOICE COMPARISON
Automatically compares individual invoice items with data from
Transport Execution, including contracted rates and surcharges.

HOW IT WORKS
THE CENTRAL COMMUNICATION PLATFORM
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1
The shipper starts the settlement process
via Transporeon Freight Settlement
2
The data of transports, including contracted freight
rates and any surcharges incurred, are transmitted
to the carrier via Transporeon Freight Settlement
3
The transmitted data is listed in Transporeon
Freight Settlement as individual invoice items
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TRANSPOREON
FREIGHT SETTLEMENT
Pos. 1
Pos. 2
Pos. 3

Freightrate
Surcharge
...

500,000 €
50,000 €
...,... €
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4
The carrier checks the invoice items in Transporeon
Freight Settlement and gives feedback
5
The released self-billing invoice can then be sent
for payment by the shipper’s accounting department

BENEFITS
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With Transporeon Freight

Settlement we were able to
Save time by resolving billing issues
before the invoice is sent

optimize our previous settlement
process and almost eliminate
incorrect invoices. A win-win

Simplified control of individual invoice items

situation for all parties involved.
D I S PAT C H ER

All settlement transactions are displayed in
their entirety to provide complete transparency

Company-wide and standardized
coordination process

As a stand-alone solution also
compatible with other products

AT A C O M PAN Y F R O M T H E F O O D IN D U S T RY

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?
G ET A D EMO

